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INTRODUCTION

The Equinox Louvered Roof® System is designed to be installed in an aluminum 
frame. All these sections are 1/8" thick extruded aluminum. All engineering for this 
system is based on using these sections. Roll-formed thin-wall aluminum sections 
are not interchangeable with extruded aluminum sections.

Our standard louver lengths are 8', 10', 12' and 14'. 
Please find below the inside and outside frame dimension chart.

Pro Tip 
Louvers can be installed into any open space regardless of the wall/frame material. 
For installations falling outside the scope of the “Standard  Engineering Package.”           
We suggest the 2 X 8 beam be used in wood applications due to wood imperfections. 

®

Louver OD ID
8' 95" 91"

10' 119" 115"
12' 143" 139"
14' 167" 163"

The reason for these sizes is that our standard beam lengths are 16', 20', and 24'.

If building a 10' x 20' louvered roof, the outside frame dimension will be 119' . This 
allows two side beams to be cut out of a 20' length, thereby using our materials 
efficiently.

The outside dimension is 1" under 10'. The same is true for the 8' ,12' and 14' 
louvers. The outside of the frame should be 1" under 8’, 12’ and 14'. If your 
application doesn’t suit the louver size, just frame to the site requirements, cut and 
cap the louvers to fit. Or, you can order a custom size to fit your job.
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MEASURING

The louvers are approximately 8" wide. This should be taken into account when calculating the width of the frame.

If possible, you want the first and last louver to end within 1" of the inside of the frame. If the job calls for a certain width to 
match the concrete or the house, that’s okay. Just center the louvers in the space between the beams, and place a flashing 
from the frame to the louver to fill the gap.

You will never have more than a 4" gap on each side, because at that point you can fit another louver in. Use the measuring 
chart for calculating the optimum width. Or, layout the pivot strips end to end on the ground, to determine how many louvers 
will fit within the framework.

Louvers Opening 

5 41”

6 49”

7 57”

8 65”

9 73”

10 81”

11 89”

12 96”

Measuring Chart

Louvers Opening 

13 104”

14 112”

15 120”

16 128”

17 136”

18 144”

19 152”

20 159”

Louvers Opening 

21 167”

22 175”

23 183”

24 191”

25 199”

26 207”

27 214”

28 222”

Louvers Opening 

29 230”

30 238”

31 246”

32 254”

33 262”

34 269”

35 277”

36 285”
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FRAMING

After you’ve determined the frame size, cut your beams to length.

Your side beams should be notched so that they cover the open ends of the front and 
back beams.

Insert channel should be approximately 7.5" long, with four holes in the center for 
attaching to the beam.

Attach the insert channel flush with end of the beam and attach with 4 each #14 x 3/4" 
Tek screws inside the frame.

Slide the insert channel inside the notched beam.
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FRAMING CONTINUED

This will make for a nice finish.

If you are mounting on the fascia, remove the gutter if there is one.

Now pre-drill the back beam with 1/4" holes. If you want, you can hide them behind 
the pivot strip if you put your holes one inch down from the top of the beam. You will 
need 4" or 5" screws to mount it in this manner.

You can also pre-drill the center of the beam with a 1/4" hole and open it up to 7/8" 
inches with a multi bit, and fasten through the back wall of the beam using a 3" screw. 
You can then cap that hole with a plug. With a wall mount situation, you can pre-drill 
the bottom 3" of the beam and cover the hole with the gutter.

Cut your internal brackets (insert channel) 7½" long. Pre-drill them and mount them 
flush with the end of the beam.

Now mount the back beam.

Mount additional beams if needed, then assemble the rest of the framework.
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GUTTERS

To install the gutters, cut the back gutter to the inside measurements between the 
side beams and notch out the face of the gutter five and five-eighths inches.

Mount the gutter by screwing it onto the back beam. Repeat the procedure for the 
front beam.

Measure between the front and rear beams to get the side gutter measurement. 
Deduct 3/8 of an inch from that measurement to ensure that the gutter clears the 
flanges of the front and rear gutters.

Measure 5 1/4" along the face of the side gutters and mark. Follow the picture 
instructions to make a flap that will bend around the corner when you put the gutters 
together.

Put silicone sealant in the bottom of the front and rear gutters before putting the side 
gutters in place.

Pro Tip 
1 tube of silicone sealant for every 20’ of gutter is suggested.  

Pro Tip 
Use 1 #10x3/8 Tek screw every 16” 
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GUTTERS CONTINUED

Put side gutters in place and silicone behind the flap before screwing it in place.

Seal everything with silicone including the corners where the beams join, and the top 
where the beams join.

Now seal the top edge of the gutter to the beam. Use your finger for best results..

PIVOT STRIPS

Installing the pivot strip is the next step. Put a mark 2" down from top of beam, the factory 
end must be at least 1”away from the side beam to allow clearance for the louvers. Center 
the pivot strip between the inside opening so that the louvers will have the same gap on 
both sides. 

The pivot strip must have factory ends butted together to ensure proper spacing of the 
louvers. Screw pivot strip in place with #10 X 5/8 Tek screw in the pre-punched pivot strip 
holes.

Pro Tip 
The lowest the Pivot strip can be mounted is 2”.  This allows clearance for the 
louver blades to swing freely above the gutter lip.  You can mount the Pivot strip 
higher all the way up to as high as where the fastening screws will just hit the 
beam.  This allows you to add additional slope or pitch into the roof for better 
water drainage.  If you do this, be sure when installing the motor, that the top of 
the motor backing plate is at the same height as the TOP of the Pivot Strip.
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MOTOR

Determine motor placement near the center of the job and cut out a gap in the pivot strip 
5 5/8" wide.

This gap must be centered between the louver pockets in the pivot strip. Do this with an 
angle grinder.

Mount the motor in the center of this gap with the bottom of the motor resting on the bottom 
of the gutter. Once the pivot strip is mounted on the two opposing beams and the gutters 
are all sealed Or so the top of the motor backing plate is even with the TOP of the Pivot 
Strip, wire up the motors.

Determine which way you want the louvers to open. We recommend opening them to the 
south if they are running in the east/west direction, or opening them to the west if they are 
running in the north/south direction. There really is no right orientation.

Place end cap on louver end with the nibs up, note position of louver splash guard.

Pro Tip 
Remove the length bar holding pins on each pivot pocket on either side of the 
motor, this will make the louvers installed on either side of the motor easier to drop 
in. Do this only on the motor side of the pivot strip.

Pro Tip 
When blades close, the link bar nibs on the end-caps should be on the top-side 
and the 1" water sealing edge should be facing down in the direction you want the 
roof to close. 

Pro Tip 
You can consolidate steps in the assembly process.  For example, you can 
mount the gutters, pivot strips and motor on the Front and Back Beams before 
mounting to house.  This allows you to work with the materials at ground level 
rather than off of 
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ASSEMBLY

Put in at least 3 louvers before installing the link bar. Make sure they are all oriented 
the same way and link the leading edge of the louvers.

Roll the louver blades into the pivot strip pockets by rotating them in one direction 
until they drop on one side. Then, rotate them the opposite direction until they drop on 
the other side.

Press the link bar push nuts on, using a box-end wrench or a push nut driver.

The two louvers next to the motor have to be notched so that they will clear the motor 
and electrical connections.

Cut off the trailing-edge up-stand, and cut a 1” notch out of the louver with the angle 
grinder as shown.

When installing the two louvers next to the motor, roll in the far end first, ensuring that 
it is in its pocket. Then roll in the side next to the motor. You may have to operate the 
motor to get the louver to move past the motor arm and sit correctly in the pocket.
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LINK BAR

The link bar that will be attached to the motor arm needs to have a hole drilled out for 
the bolt which connects it to the motor arm.

It should be a 3/8" hole and centered between the punched-out holes that connect to 
the louvers. Drill the hole at the same height as the punched out holes.

The link bar needs to be positioned so that the holes are on the bottom face.

When you connect the link bar to the motor arm, the link bar must go in front of the 
motor arm. If placed in back, it will hinder the motor’s movement and prevent the roof 
from opening and closing fully.

If you have to remove the motor arm, undo the stainless steel hex-bolt in the center. 
When you replace it, be sure to put ‘Lock-Tight’ on it so it doesn’t loosen during 
operation.

When everything is complete, open and close the roof several times to verify that 
everything is operating properly.

CUTTING DOWN LOUVER BLADES

The louvers are made of  Aluminum Extrusions and will cut cleanly with a standard 
De-Walt fine cross-cut contractor’s blade.
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Reference manufacturer’s installation instruction for receiver and remote connections details
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Amerimax

PERRIS VALLEY, CA
28921 US Highway 74
Romoland, CA 92585
P: 800.448.4033
F: 800.448.8391
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